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Macro-regional strategies – laboratories for a new Europe

Why are Macro-Regional Strategies needed?
•

Major societal challenges that can not be solved by a single country, region or
municipality. For example, migration / integration, the quality of marine
environment and unsustainable energy supply but also opportunities such as
business integration leading to increased competitiveness

•

Europe in crisis; war in Ukraine, Brexit, financial crisis, refugee crisis, citizens
questioning the membership in EU (what’s in it for me) - Europe needs to be reintegrated

•

More cost-effective solutions; solving problems together instead of “re-inventing
wheels”.

Macro-Regional Strategies are laboratories for a new Europe.
A Europe in need of more targeted solutions to our societal challenges.

Macro-regional strategies – laboratories for a new Europe

• What brings people together for collaboration?

• When do they want to contribute their resources?
Usually, when it makes sense to them.
When they understand what the purpose is and how they can align it with
their own purpose of life and work.
People need to make sense of the world in order to act in it.

Hopefully I have now answered the question

why Macro-Regional Strategies are needed
made sense of the Strategies

Next question is what do we need to concentrate on

Define the macroregional added value

Integration of
refugees

Local answer:
Finding accommodation for
newly arrived refugees

Macroregional answer:
Developing methods for
quickly learning a new
language

International
competitiveness
among SMEs

Regional answer:
Building innovation clusters

Macroregional answer:
Developing joint training of
cluster leaders

Now we can put together an Action Plan

Listed Actions with a macroregional
added value

Next question is how to implement this Action Plan?

Modus Operandi

Flagships – development processes

Modus operandi

Flagships – Modus Operandi

What is Flagship and How is it different from projects?
•

A Flagship is a strategic action born to respond to a particular macroregional challenge for which it gathers relevant stakeholders from different
levels of governance (and society). Thus, thematic objectives and targets of
the Strategy are achieved through a particular way of collaboration between
them. Flagships exist both within a single Policy Area/Horizontal Action, or
between PAs and/or HAs (which makes the impact even larger and such
flagships even more strategic).

•

Flagships are developmental, collaborative environments / processes that
are designed to enact larger policy impact on selected macro-regional
issues, within the thematic areas.

Flagships – Modus Operandi

What is Flagship and How is it different from projects?
In essence, not only do flagships produce larger thematic impact – by design,
they change the HOW of international collaboration:
• is a home to actors that seldom (or never) participate in projects but whose
participation gears up the impact (e.g. ministries and agencies, civil society actors and
business companies...).
• Flagship does not end as long as the challenge it targets persists – and it can become
a home to projects and other formats.
• Flagship can change course if the original one has not worked out or the landscape
has changed.
• Flagship can align different forms and sources of funding, due to its multi-level
stakeholder set.
• Flagship, in its culture, is inclusive, agile and built on voluntary commitment of
various level actors, to the common good.

Flagships – Modus Operandi

What is Flagship and How is it different from projects?
Similar to transnational projects, Flagships should follow the principles of
• macro-regional relevance (the challenge/issue chosen, its origin or/and effect is
larger than nation-wide)
• transnationality (preferably, all the Strategy’s member states should be involved, at
some point in time)
• complementarity of perspectives (flagships looks for as many diverse perspectives on
the challenge/issue chosen).

Flagships – Modus Operandi

What is Flagship and How is it different from projects?
The most significant differences from Project, are that
• flagship does not have to delimit the scope of the issue at hand - while projects often
have to choose a problem / an aspect of a problem, which effectively delivers a
partial solution to the issue
• flagship’s outcome and effects are formulated in terms of policy impact – while
projects often pursue tangible deliverables of more practical character
• flagship produces outcomes of many different sorts, tangible and intangible, that
cannot all be foreseen at the start – while projects aim at delivering pre-defined
results
• flagship is not limited to a fixed partnership/competence and can take onboard any
available competence needed for tackling the issue, at any point in time
• flagship is not limited in time and can work as long as the issue is active – while
projects are always time-bound

Flagships – Modus Operandi

What is Flagship and How is it different from projects?
The most significant differences from Project, are that
• flagship is designed in a way that reality-check and dissemination of outcomes happen
in real time – while projects tend to plan evaluation and dissemination as separate
activities that often take place post-project
• flagship can be funded by multiple sources from various governance level – while
projects most often has a single source of funding, not rarely conditioned by political
interests.

Flagships – Modus Operandi

What is Flagship and How is it different from projects?
This is what happens in flagships
• Different-level stakeholders gather around an issue of macro-regional significance,
that needs to be addressed through cross-sectorial, multi-level collaboration (such as
integration of vulnerable social groups in society)
• Collectively, they explore the issue from their different vantage points, and decide
what impact the flagship is to produce (in terms of action and policy) that leads to a
more systemic solution to the issue. Doing this, they assess existing policy
prerequisites and identify policy gaps.
• They agree on the working formats and activities, over time, that allow them to learn
from each other’s experiences, draw on available resources and – most important co-create solutions and policy recommendations for forwarding the issue to solution.

Flagships – Modus Operandi

What is Flagship and How is it different from projects?
In each of the Policy Areas of the EUSBSR there might be 1-6 flagships, each has a
Flagship Leader. The flagships’ objectives are coherent with the Action Plan, while their
formats, stakeholder sets and concrete activities are flexible enough to allow for
emergent issues when they surface.
Flagship seems to be the most strategic of the formats in use. It does take some time to
understand their full potential and learn to design and manage them. The Policy Areas
which are built on Flagships, become exceedingly more productive and produce a
significantly larger impact than projects and even project chains can ever do.

,A flagship within the Baltic Sea Strategy
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Method: co-creation

Modus operandi

Thematic (what)

Platforms

Project

Flagships (how)

Policy Impact

Flagship
System of projects, chains, processes, thematic groups…

Project Chain
Project

Project

Project

Project

EUSBSR: Implementing stakeholders

National Coordinators
Policy Area Coordinators
Horizontal Action Coordinators

Policy Area Focal Points
Steering groups

Flagship leaders
Project developers
Project managers
Local and regional
authorities, NGOs, business
and academia in the
Member States

Financial Programmes
Managing Authorities
Joint Secretariats

EUSBSR: Implementing stakeholders

National Coordinators
Policy Area Coordinators
Horizontal Action Coordinators

Policy Area Focal Points
Steering groups

Flagship leaders
Project developers
Project managers
Local and regional
authorities, NGOs, business
and academia in the
Member States

Financial Programmes
Managing Authorities
Joint Technical Secretariats

Modus operandi and the role of Thematic Coordinators

Thematic coordinators (PAC/AG/PC) – the role as “Architect”
•
•
•
•
•
•

Initiating the development process (start point: the Action Plan)
Identifying stakeholders (with help of contacts at line ministries)
Appoint a “flagship leader”
Designing the collaboration structure (together with flagship leader) –
often with help of seed money
Building the structure – often starting with Interreg
A ready structure with thematic working groups gathering stakeholders in
joint development processes delivering new methods and policy
recommendations (ERDF, ESF, EARDF, EMFF)

Transnational development processes are embedded in organisations
/institutions’ own development processes >> macro-regional strategies offer
the strategic framework with platforms for co-creation.

Engaged actors

Macro-Region Performs

External
stakeholders and
society at large

RESULT: Stable Efficiency, ESIF dynamically aligned with MRS’s ongoing development
Cross-PA/HA
actors and
stakeholders
join

Barriers and Drivers

RESULT: Continuity, Transparency, Productivity, early Efficiency
MLG-actors join
in PA/HA

PA/HA
implementing
actors
(internal to MRS)

Barriers and Drivers

Phase 2A: PA Performs
Cross-PA/HA-field
explored for joint actions

RESULT: PA/HA ready to go

Phase 3: EUSBSR Performs

Barriers and Drivers

- Cross-PA structures&processes
- all HA enacted across MRS
- MA networks operative, funding
dialogues ongoing
- Regular consultations with EU
COM
- Continuous capacity
development of all implementers

Phase 1: PA / HA Set up
- Action Plan for PA/HA
- Targets&Indicators
- Roles&responsibilities
- Formats for policy work
and action

Phase 1A:
Mobilisation
activities to
enact MLG and
listen to the field

Phase 2: PA Formats perform
- Flagships, platforms..in place
>Policy developed and enacted
- PA Integration and cohesion of
formats > PA Impact
assessment

PAC / HAC Modus operandi

EUSBSR: What’s up?

•

New Action Plan 2020: more targeted actions with realistic targets and
indicators and more user friendly.

•

Modus operandi: going from projects to creative platforms, engaging more
stakeholders building bridges to policy makers (national, regional, local).
More cooperation between PA/HA, joint flagships.

•

Alignment of policies: linking processes to member states and vice versa,
making sense of the Policy Area Focal Points/steering groups and give NCs
a new role in this “policy loop”

•

Alignment of funding: PAC/HAC: Better understanding on how to use and
when to use and how to mix funding. MA/JS: Better understanding of the
modus operandi of EUSBSR. The added value with MRS and how to
cooperate.

More information
Anders Bergström
Annika Claesson
Mikko Lohikoski

anders.bergstrom@norden.se
annika.claesson@si.se
mikko.lohikoski@turku.fi

Website

http://groupspaces.com/eusbsr-governance/

